THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES
was discovered that the French feudal forces were too close
to be neglected, and that if Edward continued in column of
march in their neighbourhood his force ran the risk of being
destroyed.
He therefore deployed for battle on the day after his crossing
of the river. He had crossed on Friday, August 25, 1346, and
on the morning of the Saturday, the z6th, he stood on a low
ridge of land above a slight slope falling to the south, which
depression was (and is) known as the Val aux Clercs. When the
shock came between the large Valois host and the comparatively
small but highly organized body of the Plantagenet King it
resulted in the complete defeat of the former. The victory was
due to a weapon peculiar to the British—the Welsh1 long-bow.
The arrows from this weapon had the advantage of a greater
length and more violent impact than any other missile weapon
of the day. The long-bow had the disadvantage that it could
only be used by men who had been long trained to handle it,
and that if its work were not effected in a very few minutes Its
power of checking a cavalry charge was over. Its advantage lay
in the chance, during those few minutes, of throwing cavalry
into rout. No one else possessed such a weapon, and it was
Edward's trump card; but as the cloud of arrows shot down men
and horses in the advancing cavalry the ammunition was
rapidly exhausted, and if the charge were not checked in time
it might overwhelm the archers. In other words, the long-bow
was not a certain basis of victory, but, like almost all highly
specialized tactical advantages, accompanied by its own risk
of failure.
Here at Crecy the Welsh long-bow succeeded. The feudal
charge of the French army was ill-disciplined and confused.
The knights had no sufficient experience of what this weapon
opposed to them could do—they were shot down, most of them
unhorsed, and their mounts often wounded or killed; and the
whole mass was soon in a welter, unable to continue the charge
before the storm of arrows was spent. The first shock having
thus been thrown back and the much larger bodies of the enemy
being dispersed in flight or entangled in disorder on the field,
Edward's army advanced, taking their prisoners for ransom,
'cleaning up,' and seeing the mass of the enemy forces now in
1 The Welsh of the Marches were the chief experts in the use of this
weapon, to which they were specially trained in youth.

